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Abstract: The human body is central to myriad metaphors, so studying the con-
ceptualisation of the body itself is critical if we are to understand its broader use.
One essential but understudied issue is whether languages differ in which body
parts they single out for naming. This paper takes a multi-method approach to
investigate body part nomenclature within a single language family. Using both a
naming task (Study 1) and colouring-in task (Study 2) to collect data from six
Japonic languages, we found that lexical similarity for body part terminology was
notably differentiated within Japonic, and similar variation was evident in se-
mantics too. Novel application of cluster analysis on naming data revealed a
relatively flat hierarchical structure for parts of the face, whereas parts of the body
were organised with deeper hierarchical structure. The colouring data revealed
that bounded parts show more stability across languages than unbounded parts.
Overall, the data reveal there is not a single universal conceptualisation of the body
as is often assumed, and that in-depth, multi-method explorations of under-
studied languages are urgently required.
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1 Introduction

One of the central themes in cognitive approaches to language has been the use of
metaphor and metonymy, in which existing semantic categories are used to
conceptualise the world in new ways, by expressing one concept in terms of
another. One of the most important source domains to do so is the human body
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(see e.g., Goossens 1990; Heine 1997; Lakoff 1987; Lakoff and Johnson 1999;
Sweetser 1990). Numerous studies have explored possiblemetaphorical mappings,
showing that terms for body parts can be extended beyond their basic referential
use to express, for example, space (Heine 1997; Svorou 1993), emotion (Enfield
and Wierzbicka 2002; Kövecses 2003), as well as knowledge, reasoning, social
interactions, and values (Kraska-Szlenk 2014). While all natural languages make
use of body parts inmetaphor, it is also clear that languages differ in howparticular
body parts are recruited (Kövecses 2005). Nevertheless, embodied theories of
meaning place thebody at the centre of humancognition: “What is important is that
the peculiar nature of our bodies shapes our very possibilities for conceptualization
andcategorization” (Lakoff and Johnson 1999: p. 19). As the humanbody serves as a
primary source domain for languages to conceptualise the world, it is important to
study how the body itself is conceptualised across different languages if we are to
understand its broader use in cognition. The aim of this study is to broaden our
understanding of variation in body part semantics through an in-depth empirical
study of body part terminology in the Japonic language family.

Because of the central role of the human body, it goes without saying that all
languages have terms for its parts. Someparts are considered so universal that they
are included in basic vocabulary lists intended for translation (e.g., Greenhill et al.
2008; Swadesh 1952; Tadmor 2009). These approaches, however, assume that the
parts are the same across languages. For example, the inclusion of ‘nose’ in most
major basic vocabulary lists assumes it refers to the exact same part of face across
languages, but this is not necessarily the case (e.g., Tarascan, Andersen 1978).
Translation using putative “basic concepts” can provide a first view into a lan-
guage’s lexicon, but it can be misleading for establishing the exact referential
meaning of a term (Majid 2019).

Nevertheless, onemight expect considerable cross-linguistic similarities in the
semantics of the body and its parts due to its significance, and early cross-
linguistic studies on the semantics of body part terminology proposed several
concepts as universals. Of these, ‘the body’ as a whole was considered the starting
point for a hierarchically structured lexicon, in which each subsequent level
consists of “parts of” the previous level (Andersen 1978; Brown 1976; see also
Wierzbicka 2007). Other proposed universals include ‘head’ and ‘hand’ (Andersen
1978; Brown 1976; Wierzbicka 2007), as well as several parts of the face which has
its own dedicated neural circuitry (Kanwisher et al. 1997)—e.g., ‘eyes’, ‘nose’ and
‘mouth’ (Andersen 1978; Wierzbicka 2007).

At the same time, different cultures conceptualize the world differently, and
recent work in semantic typology provides reason to question the equivalence of
body part terms across languages. A series of studies of unrelated languages
found the body part lexicon is not universally organised in a hierarchical fashion
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(see contributions inMajid et al. 2006) contrary to previous claims (Andersen 1978;
Brown 1976). In addition, the granularity of distinctionsmade for body parts varies
across languages: some languages have a general term encompassing the arms
and legs (Lavukaleve; Terrill 2006), and others lack a generic term but distinguish
upper arm, lower arm, upper leg, and lower leg (e.g., Jahai, Burenhult 2006).

In another cross-linguistic study of body part categories, Majid and van Staden
(2015) asked speakers of Japanese, Dutch, and Indonesian to colour in body parts.
Although Japanese and Dutch both have terms that would be translation equivalents
of ‘arm’, their extensional meaning was not equivalent—only one Japanese speaker
included the ‘hand’when colouring in ude ‘arm’, but Dutch participants did colour in
the hand when prompted with arm. Interestingly, a similar pattern was not found for
Dutch been ‘leg’, where the foot was less likely to be included, showing that paral-
lelism between upper and lower limbs is not a given (contra Andersen 1978; Brown
1976). At the same time, other parts showed far less variation across languages (e.g.,
‘eye’, ‘nose’, ‘forehead’), suggesting that some body parts may indeed be more uni-
versal than others. This suggests an urgent need to better understand both universals
and variation in body part lexicons across languages.

The cross-linguistic work to date samples a diverse array of languages, leaving
variationwithin related languages understudied. However, a recent study of semantic
variation of body parts within the Germanic language family used a body part naming
task, and found body parts display considerable similarity in closely related lan-
guages (Majid et al. 2015), although once again differences could be found for specific
body parts (see, e.g., Levisen 2015). The current study aims to contribute to our
understanding of semantic variation of body part vocabulary in related languages by
studying the Japonic language family, which was chosen because of the considerable
lexical (form) variation found for body parts in The Linguistic Atlas of Japan (National
Institute for Japanese Language and Linguistics 1968).

The Japonic language family is spoken across the Japanese archipelago and
consists of two major branches. The first branch, Japanese, comprises the vari-
eties spoken on the four main islands and its surrounding islands. The Japanese
branch is generally subdivided into Eastern, Western, Kyushu, and Hachijo
Japanese (spoken on several islands south of Tokyo); see Shibatani (1990). The
secondmajor branch, Ryukyuan, includes the varieties spoken across the smaller
islands in the south. Ryukyuan is generally subdivided into Northern Ryukyuan
(Amami and Okinawa) and Southern Ryukyuan (Miyako, Yaeyama and Yona-
guni)—see Pellard (2015). Previous work on the semantics of body part terms in
Japanese have looked at diachronic change (e.g., in terms for ‘head’—Miyaji 1973,
1982), the role of body parts in conceptualising emotion (Hasada 2002) and space
(Matsumoto 1999), and the extensional range of body part terms (Majid and van
Staden 2015).
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Rather than assume semantic equivalence, as in dictionary-based approaches,
we collected new primary data from native speakers through two standardised
tasks. In Study 1, we collected body part naming data from speakers of six
languages: Standard Japanese and Tohoku Japanese (Eastern Japanese), which
are among the most divergent mainland dialects (Huisman et al. 2019), plus
four Ryukyuan languages, Amami, Okinawa, Miyako, and Yaeyama. Impor-
tantly, while Standard Japanese body part vocabulary has been the subject
of experimental study previously (Majid and van Staden 2015), the Ryukyuan
languages—which are lesser-described and endangered (Moseley 2010)—have
not. This paper provides the first in-depth quantitative study of body parts within
the Japonic language family. Next, in Study 2, we collected body part colouring-in
data from five languages (Tohoku, Amami, Okinawa, Miyako, and Yaeyama), in
which speakers were asked to colour in the range of various body part terms on a
line drawing of the human body (see van Staden and Majid 2006). The use of
standardised non-linguistic stimuli provides a frame of reference against which
similarities and differences across languages can be systematically compared,
and the combination of naming and colouring data provides converging evidence
about the referential semantics of body part terminology.

We first aimed to establish howsimilar bodypart vocabulary iswithin the Japonic
language family. We predicted that body part vocabulary would be more similar for
languages that are more closely related, i.e., that variation in body part vocabulary
reflects the overall geographical differences between the Japonic languages, and that
speakers from the same language are more similar to each other. To address this
hypothesis, we analysed the body part naming data from Study 1, examining both
variation between languages, as well as variation between speakers.

Next, we investigated the body part lexicon by applying cluster analysis for the
first time to body part naming data. We separately examined parts of the face and
parts of the body, following the observation above that there may be less variation
for the face than body. Since the parts of the face are generally well delimited, in
contrast to the diverse principles along which the body can be divided (see Majid
et al. 2006), we expected less variation in the extension of terms for parts of the face
than body. To test this, we considered both semantic distinctions and lexical (form)
variation (Study 1).

In addition, we also investigated the semantic extension of face and body part
terms in Study 2. While the naming task provides us with some information about
the extension of the terms elicited, competition between terms at different levels of
granularity can obscure the complete picture. So, we collected additional data by
asking speakers to colour in face and body parts in a drawing of the human body,
providing us with a common frame through which we could directly compare the
extension of specific terms.
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2 Study 1: Body part naming task

2.1 Methods

2.1.1 Languages and speakers

Data for the body part naming task was collected from 66 speakers in six language
areas (two Japanese and four Ryukyuan) during four fieldtrips conducted between
2017 and 2019. For all areas, data was collected from multiple localities, i.e., in
multiple dialects. Apart fromTokyo Japanese,which serves as thede factonational
standard, there is no standardised variety of Tohoku Japanese or the Ryukyuan
languages (Heinrich et al. 2015). As such, we will refer to Tokyo Japanese as
“Standard Japanese”, and use the term “language area” for the other five varieties
for the remainder of this paper, e.g., the Amami language area. Given the en-
dangered status of Ryukyuan, the data was collected from elderly native speakers,
some of whom had little experience in performing standardised linguistic elici-
tation tasks, so some interview sessions were conducted with multiple speakers
simultaneously. Tominimise potential confounds, all analyses were conducted on
sessions rather than speakers—see also Section 2.1.3. Table 1 shows information
about the number of speakers and sessions per language area.

2.1.2 Materials and procedure

Data was collected using 52 line drawings of the human body: 39 showed the full
human body from the front and back, and 13 depicted the head and face (see
Figure 1). In each drawing, a red dot was placed somewhere on the body, and
participants had to say where the dot was located. The drawings were presented in
three blocks: a first block of 39 drawings of the full body, a second block of 10

Table : Speaker and session information for body part naming task.

Japanese
Tokyo  speakers ( female) in  sessions
Tohoku  speakers ( female) in  sessions

Ryukyuan
Amami  speakers ( female) in  sessions
Okinawa  speakers ( female) in  sessions
Miyako  speakers ( female) in  sessions
Yaeyama  speakers ( female) in  sessions
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drawings of the head with themouth closed, and a third block of three drawings of
the head with the mouth opened. The presentation order of the blocks was kept
constant across speakers, but stimuli were presented in two fixed orders—one the
reverse of the other—within each block, which was randomised across speakers.
This stimulus set was newly created for this project, but was inspired by earlier
stimuli (Majid et al. 2010). Figure 1 consolidates the separate drawings into a single
image, with stimulus order indicated.

Speakers saw the drawings one by one on a tablet, i.e., they saw one red dot at
a time, and were asked to name the body part marked by the red dot, by answering
the question “What is the place of the red dot called?”. Speakers could give re-
sponses of any length. All sessions were minimally audio-recorded, and some-
times video-recorded for later transcription. Speakers gave informed consent
before participating. Data collection was approved by the Ethics Assessment
Committee of the Centre for Language Studies at Radboud University.

2.1.3 Coding

We extracted, per session, the full response(s) for each stimulus, which could
include multiple responses. In sessions with multiple speakers, we coded all

Figure 1: Stimuli used in the naming task. In the elicitation task, only one dot appeared in each
figure, and participants had to identify where the dot was located.
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unique responses, i.e., if two speakers named the stimulus differently, we coded
both responses. Next, we coded main response(s) using the following coding
scheme: main responses were monolexemic responses (e.g., English arm) and
polylexemic responses that are conventionalised and untransparent (e.g., English
forearm). Locatives such as left/right, front/back, upper/lower were excluded
when theywere compositional and transparent (e.g., themeaning of English upper
arm canbe derived from the elements upper and arm, so onlyarmwas coded). If the
meaning of combined elements referred to a different body part which could not be
reduced to a single element (e.g., English between the eyes), the full response was
coded. There were not many such cases in the Japonic data: two in Standard
Japanese and one in the Amami language area, and none in the other four lan-
guage areas.

2.2 Results

2.2.1 Regional and individual variation of body part vocabulary in Japonic

The first aim of the current study was to establish the variation in body part
lexicons of related languages. To assess this, we askwhether body part vocabulary
is more similar for languages that are more closely related. We investigated vari-
ation by comparing individual sessions to each other, hypothesising that sessions
from the same language area would be more similar than sessions from another
language area.

We created a session-by-stimulus matrix in which we coded the main re-
sponses for cognacy—i.e., whether the main responses have a common etymo-
logical origin. For example, stimulus 22 (‘belly’), received the monolexemic
responses o-naka (Standard Japanese), hara (Tohoku) and wata ∼ bata (Ryu-
kyuan). These were coded as belly-A, belly-B and belly-C, respectively because
none of these are cognate. For polylexemic responses, we coded the cognacy of
individual elements. As the focus of the current study is body part vocabulary, only
content elements were coded for cognacy, and so case marking particles and the
copula were excluded in the coding. So, for example, the elements in the Standard
Japanese response aɕi=no oja.jubi [leg=GEN parent.digit] to stimulus 29 (‘big toe,
front’) were coded as leg-A, parent-A and digit-A, whereas the elements in the
Yaeyama response paɴ=nu bu:.jubi [leg=GEN large.digit] were coded as leg-B,
large-A and digit-A. In cases where there were multiple, (partially) overlapping
responses, each element was only counted once.

Next, we used the session-by-stimulus matrix in a series of pairwise compar-
isons to assess the similarity between sessions. The analysis was conducted in
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GABMAP (Nerbonne et al. 2011), an online tool for dialectometry. For each pair of
sessions, cognacy overlap was calculated using the Jaccard Index ( J; Jaccard 1901,
1912) for each stimulus separately. Thereafter, the mean cognacy overlap over all
stimuli was taken as a general measure of similarity between sessions. Doing this
for all sessions creates a session-by-session similaritymatrix thatwe analysedwith
multidimensional scaling, as well as cluster analysis using Ward’s method (Ward
1963), both in base R (cmdscale and hclust functions, R Core Team 2020).

Figure 2 shows the results of the multidimensional scaling analysis, and re-
veals Tohoku and Standard Japanese sessionsweremuch closer to each other than
the Ryukyuan sessions—average similarity between the mainland Japanese ses-
sions wasMJ = 0.65 (SD = 0.09), whereas average similarity between the Ryukyuan
sessions was MJ = 0.48 (SD = 0.10). The Amami sessions showed a wide spread,
suggesting more variation in that language area in particular. Some Amami ses-
sions showed similarities to both the Japanese mainland and others to Ryukyuan
sessions. Several Yaeyama sessions also fell in between theNorthern and Southern
Ryukyuan sessions. Miyako sessions appeared to be the most divergent.

A cluster analysis (Figure 3) of the same data recapitulated the results of the
multidimensional scaling for the most part. Mainland sessions (Japanese and
Tohoku) were grouped together and most Ryukyuan sessions (Amami, Okinawa,
Miyako and Yaeyama) grouped together, roughly corresponding to the results of
the multidimensional scaling analysis (Figure 2). In addition, the cluster analysis
shed further light on distinctions within subgroups. Within the mainland cluster,
all Standard Japanese and Tohoku sessions were grouped separately and within
the Tohoku cluster, two subgroups were distinguished that correspond largely to

Figure 2: Multidimensional scaling analysis of body part naming data, left. Each symbol
represents a session. Plotting the second dimension on the x-axis and the first dimension on the
y-axis roughly recreates the geographic layout of the language area, shown bottom right.
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the traditional division betweenNambu dialects (Hachinohe) and Tsugaru dialects
(Aomori and Hirosaki). Consistent with the multidimensional scaling analysis,
four Amami sessions grouped together with the mainland clusters. Closer in-
spection revealed these speakers to be some of the youngest in the sample, and
they used several Standard Japanese terms not generally used in the Ryukyuan
languages (e.g., çiza for ‘knee’ rather than tsubusɨ, and kakato for ‘heel’ rather than
ado). Within Ryukyuan, there was a large cluster of sessions from the Northern
Ryukyuan area, split into an Amami subgroup and a distinct Okinawa subgroup.
Finally, there was a large cluster of only Southern Ryukyuan sessions, split into a
subgroup of all Miyako sessions plus a single Yaeyama session, and another
subgroup of the remaining Yaeyama sessions.

Overall, the multidimensional scaling and cluster analyses show body part
naming data largely reflect the geographical differences between the Japonic lan-
guages (see e.g., Pellard 2015; Shibatani 1990), with individual sessions mirroring
larger patterns of variation. In addition, the Japanese mainland varieties resembled
each other more than the Ryukyuan varieties (see also e.g., Huisman et al. 2019). We
return to the high variability of Ryukyuan in the General Discussion.

2.2.2 Semantic distinctions in parts of the face and parts of the body

We next examined the lexicon for parts of the face and parts of the body for all
Japonic languages as a whole. To do this, for each language area, we create a
stimulus-by-cognate frequency matrix where, for each stimulus, we coded how
often per session a stimulus was described by each cognate term in the naming
task.We calculated, for each pair of stimuli, the cosine similarity based on naming
responses—in R; cosine function in the lsa package (Wild 2015). Doing this for all
stimulus pairs creates a stimulus-by-stimulus similarity matrix that encodes, for
each language area, the body part categories and the relationship between them.
To generate an overall frame of reference that covers the common structure of the
body part lexicon across the Japonic language family as a whole, we averaged the
six stimulus-by-stimulus similarity matrices to create a single overall matrix, on
which we performed cluster analysis using Ward’s method in base R (hclust
function). While this analysis does not provide language-specific body partono-
mies, it does provide a common frame of reference by which we can compare
across languages. The cluster analyses can be taken to reveal a covert conceptual
structure common to the Japonic languages considered here (cf. Majid et al. 2008).

We conducted separate cluster analyses for the face and the body. These
analyses showed that the naming data for the face had a relatively flat structure
with few embedded subclusters (Figure 4), but the naming data for the body
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Figure 3: Cluster analysis of body part naming data by session recapitulates language areas.
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Figure 5: Cluster analysis of the body stimuli, with average lexical (form) similarity (calculated
using cosine distances), and the most commonly elicited cognate for each language variety.

Figure 4: Cluster analysis of the face stimuli, with average lexical (form) similarity (calculated
using cosine distances), and the most commonly elicited cognate for each language variety.
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exhibited a deeper hierarchy, with clusters embedded within higher-order clusters
(Figure 5).

Overall, speakers of all languages tended to distinctly name ‘hair’, ‘forehead’,
‘tongue’, ‘tooth’, ‘nose’, ‘ear’, ‘eye’, ‘eyebrow and ‘mouth’, although there were a
few exceptions to this. First, ‘eye’ and ‘eyebrow’ were grouped together because
someAmami andOkinawa varieties used the lexeme for ‘eye’ in a polylexemic term
for ‘eyebrow’—as in English. Second, the terms ‘mouth’ and ‘lips’ showed a closer
relationship as many varieties used the lexeme for ‘mouth’ in a polylexemic term
for ‘lips’. In addition, there was a subgroup comprising ‘face’, ‘cheek, ‘jaw’ and
‘chin’, as some Ryukyuan varieties did not distinguish between ‘face’ and ‘cheek’,
and Standard Japanese did not distinguish ‘chin’ from ‘jaw’. Moreover, while most
non-standard varieties had a separate term for ‘chin’, not all speakers used it.
Finally, the ‘cheek’ and ‘jaw’ stimuli received similar responses in some sessions,
which could be due to the placement of the red dot, which led to varied in-
terpretations of these stimuli across sessions.

In contrast to the high level of distinctness found for parts of the face, Figure 5
revealed a deeper hierarchical relationship between parts of the body. There were
fourmajor subgroups: the upper limb (arm and hand), the digits (fingers and toes),
the lower limb (leg and foot), the torso (its various parts), as well as some joints as
separate subgroups (shoulder, elbow, knee).

Within the upper limb subgroup, the upper and lower arm were distinct from
the hand and wrist. For the hand, speakers from all varieties except those from the
Yaeyama language area distinguished the palm and the back of the hand—albeit
through polylexemic responses for both. Distribution of the modal (most frequent)
responses suggests the upper limb parts are lexicalised differently across language
areas (see Figure 6). Responses belonging to the te cognate set responses were
elicited for all parts of the upper limb across the Ryukyuan varieties, whereas they
were restricted to the hand in the mainland varieties. In contrast, responses
belonging to the ude cognate set were elicited for the upper and lower arm (lower
arm only for Okinawa), but never the hand. Yaeyama speakers (of the Shiraho
variety in particular) were the only ones to use the genitive construction ti:=nu udi
when describing the upper or lower arm. Finally, responses belonging to the kaina
cognate set (elicited in Tohoku, Amami, Okinawa and Miyako) also showed vari-
ation: they only appeared for the upper arm in Amami and Okinawa, but for both
the upper and lower arm in Tohoku and Miyako where the term was used inter-
changeably with ude-type responses. For Tohoku, this appears to be individual
speaker variation, but for Miyako it was more systematic with some varieties only
using udi, whereas others only using kaina.

Moving to the digits, all varieties used cognate forms for fingers and toes, with
the toes more likely to be named with the genitive construction lower limb=GEN
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digit. In addition, speakers of the mainland varieties also used variants of the
compound tsuma.saki to describe toes, but never fingers. Finally, there was some
variation between speakers in whether they named specific digits distinctly, with
the thumbs and big toemore likely to be namedwith a dedicated polylexemic term.

In general, the individual parts of the lower limb were named with specific
terms. That there are distinct terms for the front and back of the lower leg, but not
for the front and back of the arm, suggests that there is finer-grained naming for the
lower limb than upper limb in the Japonic languages. The core set of cognates was
fairly similar across the language areas (Figure 5), and often occurred with
language-specific affixes, e.g.,momo.ta ‘upper leg’ in Tohoku (cf.momo ‘upper leg’
in Standard Japanese) or kara.suni ‘front of the lower leg’ in Miyako (cf. sune ‘front
of the lower leg’ in Standard Japanese). Three cognate sets meaning ‘lower limb’
(aɕi ∼ asɯ̈; hagi ∼ pagᶻɨ ∼ paɴ; and çisa) were elicited either monolexemically or as
part of a compound or genitive construction (see Figure 7). In the latter case,
Ryukyuan speakers weremore likely to use a term referring to the entire lower limb
when naming its different subparts—either in amonolexemic responses or as lower
limb=GEN [part]. Yaeyama speakers in particular tended to use this genitive
construction,mirroring naming for the upper limbs. The use of a ‘leg’ term for thigh
and hip suggests that speakers extend its meaning across the entire lower limb.
Only Miyako and Yaeyama speakers seem to distinguish between ‘leg’ and ‘foot’,
both using pisa for the foot.

Within the torso subgroup, ‘head’, ‘chest’, ‘belly’, ‘navel’ and ‘buttocks’ were
all distinctly named across the six language areas. For some parts there was
considerable lexical variation (e.g., Standard Japanese atama; Tohoku adama;
Amami kamatsɨ; Okinawa tɕiburu; Miyako kanamai; and Yaeyama amasɨk̥uru for
‘head’) whereas for others there was less (e.g., for Stadnard Japanese heso; Tohoku
hettɕo; Amami fuɕu; Okinawa fusu; Miyakom:bu; and Yaeyama putsõ: for ‘navel’).
The front of neck (‘throat’) was often named separately, but some speakers named

Figure 6: Main response types for the upper limb across the Japonic languages.
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it using the same term they also used for the back of the neck. The upper and
lower back were distinguished in most varieties (except most Amami varieties),
which suggests a clean subdivision between the two, rather than a part-whole
relationship.

Finally, three joints turned up as separate branches in the cluster analysis, two
of which showed high form similarity across the entire Japonic language family.
Only one cognate is used to describe the shoulder across all sessions (e.g., Stan-
dard Japanese kata; Tohoku kada; Amami kata; Okinawa kata; Miyako katamusɨ;
Yaeyama kḁta). The elbow is also named with a single cognate set across all
sessions (e.g., Standard Japanese çiᵈʑi; Tohoku çïⁿdzï; Amami çidzɨ; Okinawa çidʑi;
Miyako pidzɨ; Yaeyama pit̥ɕi). There were two cognate sets for the knee, distributed
between the mainland varieties (Standard Japanese çiᵈza; Tohoku çïⁿdʑakaᵐbü),
and the Ryukyuan varieties (Amami tibuɕi;̥ Okinawa tɕiɴɕi; Miyako tsɨɡusɨ;
Yaeyama sɨp̥uɕiɴ).

Overall, our results suggest that parts of the face showed a relatively flat
hierarchy with little variation between languages, whereas parts of the body were
organised in a more hierarchical structure with relatively more variation between
languages.

2.2.3 Lexical similarity in terms for face and body parts

The previous section showed differences in the hierarchical structure of face and
body parts in the Japonic language considered as a whole. In addition, while some
parts were described with cognate terms, others showed more variation in forms.

Figure 7: Proportion of sessions inwhich a term that refers to the lower limbas awholewasused
in responses describing its subparts (in black).
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To investigate whether face parts showmore lexical similarity than body parts, we
measured lexical similarity—i.e., degree of overlap between terms used for each
part—by calculating the cosine similarities between all language pairs for each
stimulus, using the cosine function in the lsa package (Wild 2015). If two languages
used the same cognates to name a stimulus, the cosine similarity was 1, and if they
used different cognates, 0 (see Table 2).

There was no significant difference between the lexical similarity for parts of
the face (Mcos = 0.63, SD = 0.29) and parts of the body (Mcos = 0.64, SD = 0.24),
t(50) = 0.12, p = 0.9, contrary to the prediction that face parts may be more similar.

2.3 Summary

We found body part vocabulary between languages was more similar the more
closely related and physically closer the languages. The multidimensional scaling

Table : Lexical similarity (the degree of overlap between languages in terms used;Mcos) for face
and body parts, calculated as the mean cosine similarity between all language pairs for each
stimulus.

Face Body

Mcos Mcos Mcos

Nose . Wrist (front) . Neck (front) .
Mouth . Shoulder (front) . Upper arm (back) .
Ear . Wrist (back) . Little toe .
Tooth . Elbow (back) . Upper arm (front) .
Eye . Shoulder (back) . Lower leg (front) .
Eyebrow . Elbow (front) . Neck (back) .
Lip . Chest . Lower leg (back) .
Tongue . Middle finger . Belly .
Chin . Thumb (front) . Knee (front) .
Cheek . Big toe . Upper back .
Face . Thumb (back) . Knee (back) .
Jaw . Lower back . Ankle (inner) .
Forehead . Index finger . Ankle (outer) .
Hair . Hand (palm) . Foot (instep) .

Hand (back) . Heel .
Thigh (back) . Hip joint .
Thigh (front) . Foot (sole) .
Lower arm (front) . Buttocks .
Lower arm (back) . Head (back) .
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analysis largely recapitulated the geographic layout of the Japonic language
family, except for Miyako. The distinctness of Miyako within the body part
domain is likely the result of a combination of lexical innovations (e.g., kana-
mai for ‘head’, mipana for ‘face’), and semantic innovations (e.g., a distinct
‘foot’ category).

We also compared parts of the face with parts of the body, addressing both the
semantic organisation of the lexicon and lexical similarity between forms. We
found that parts of the face had a relatively flat hierarchy, whereas parts of the
body were organised in a more hierarchical structure. The modal responses also
show that face parts were generally named using monolexemic terms, whereas
polylexemic terms were more common for body parts. The use of polylexemic
terms partially contributed to the hierarchical structure of body parts, especially in
cases where genitive constructions (e.g., limb=GEN digit) were used. In addition,
some speakers chose to bemore specific in naming body parts (e.g., ‘thigh’ instead
of ‘leg’), perhaps because of pragmatic pre-emption.

Lexical partonomies have been constructed for individual languages
previously on the basis of part-whole judgements, e.g., asking people if the hand is
part of the arm (cf. Anderson 1978; Brown 1976; Cruse 1986). However, researchers
disagree about whether this is really the best principle by which to construct
body partonomies. Some researchers have argued that body parts are not
organised in terms of part-whole relations, but in terms of possession (e.g., the
hand has fingers, see, e.g., van Staden 2006; Swanson and Witkowski 1977),
or alternatively using spatial relations instead (Majid 2006; Palmer and
Nicodemus 1985). There is considerable variation across languages in how to best
construct body partonomies or even whether such partonomies are possible in the
first place (cf. contributions in Majid et al. 2006; Ponsonnet 2011).

The approach taken here is quite different. We uncovered a (covert) hierar-
chical structure by applying cluster analysis to our naming data. To our knowl-
edge, this is the first time this has been done in this way (cf. Crowe and Prescott
2003). We believe this opens interesting possibilities for future cross-linguistic
work on body part categorisation as it does not require asking people to make
explicit linguistic judgements or presuming a specific type of relation between
words. We return to this in the General Discussion.

Finally, we did not find that the amount of lexical similarity differed between
parts of the face and body, despite the earlier suggestion that face parts may be
more stable. Within parts of the face, we see highest lexical similarity for bounded
parts (i.e., nose, mouth, ear, and eye), whereas for parts of the body, lexical
similarity was generally highest for parts of the upper limb.
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3 Study 2: Colouring-in of body parts

Study 1 provided information about how a part is named. However, the same part
can be named at different levels of granularity and the nature of the naming task
results in a choice between choosing specific terms (e.g., thigh) or generic terms
(e.g., leg), limiting the ability to establish the exact extension of body part terms.
Therefore, Study 2 asked speakers to colour in a pre-established list of body part
terms on a drawing of the body, to provide further information about the extension
of each term.

3.1 Methods

3.1.1 Speakers

Data for the colouring-in taskwas collected from37 speakers in five language areas
(one Japanese and four Ryukyuan) during a single fieldtrip in 2019. As with the
naming task, data was collected from multiple localities, i.e., in multiple dialects.
Where possible, speakers had not participated in the naming study, although this
was not always possible (given the endangered status of Ryukyuan). As with Study
1, some interview sessionswere conductedwithmultiple speakers, as some elderly
native speakers had little experience in performing standardised linguistic elici-
tation tasks, so analyses were conducted on sessions (see Table 3). In some ses-
sions, younger family members helped with use of the tablet (see Section 3.1.2) but
these are not included in the speaker counts in Table 3.

3.1.2 Materials and procedure

Data was collected using the blank line drawings of the human body used in Study
1 (Figure 1). Twodrawingswere used: a unitary image of the front and back views of

Table : Speaker and session information for body part colouring in task.

Japanese
Tohoku  speakers ( female) in  sessions

Ryukyuan
Amami  speakers ( female) in  sessions
Okinawa  speakers ( female) in  sessions
Miyako  speakers ( female) in  sessions
Yaeyama  speakers ( female) in  sessions
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the whole body, and a close-up image of the head/face with the mouth closed. We
selected several terms of interest from each subgroup of the cluster analysis from
Study 1 (see Table 4). We did not restrict our choice to terms that were modal
responses across all language areas, but instead chose cognate terms and non-
modal terms if these were of relevance to the current study (e.g., terms that are
cognate with Okinawa ke:na were used in other language areas as well, but not
frequently). We excluded joints and digits for further elicitation.

The task was performed on an iPad Pro tablet using an Apple Pen stylus using
theAdobePhotoshop Sketch app. The blank line drawings of the humanbodywere
used as the background layer of an image file. All colouring was done in a single
file with multiple layers, with a separate layer used for each prompt. After
completing the colouring for a given prompt, the layer containing that colouring
was hidden and a new layer was created, so that speakers started with a ‘clean

Table : List of body part terms used as prompts in the colouring-in task for each language area.

Tohoku
Face aŋo, hana, hoppeda, kudzi, managu, mimi, naⁿdzugi, odoŋe
Torso adama, hara, ketsu, koɕi, kuᵐbi, mune, senaga
Upper limb kena, te, uⁿde
Lower limb aɕi, koᵐbura/fugurahaŋi, momota/yorota, sunegara

Amami
Face agu, fuː, hana, kutɕi, mɨ, mɨttɕu/maki, miɴ, utugə
Torso kamatʃi, kubi, kuʃi, mari, munɨ, wata
Upper limb kəːnja, tɨ, udɨ
Lower limb hagi, kubura, mumu, sunɨ

Okinawa
Face çitɕeː/mukoː, fuːdʑira, hana, kakudʑi, kutɕi, miː, mimi, utugeː
Torso kubi, kuɕi, nagani, nni, tɕibi, tɕiburu, wata
Upper limb ke:na, ti:, udi
Lower limb çisa, kuɴda, mumu, ɕini

Miyako
Face agu, futai, futsɨ, kamatsɨ, miː, mim, pana, utugai
Torso bata, kanamai, kusammi, kusɨ, mnifutsɨ, nubui, tɕibi
Upper limb kaina, ti:, udi
Lower limb karasumi/sukara, kuvva, mumuni, pagᶻɨ, pisa

Yaeyama
Face agu, futai, futsɨ, miː, miɴ, pana
Torso bata, buʃa, kusɨ, nubi, nni, tɕibi, tsɨburu/amasɨkuru
Upper limb ti:, udi
Lower limb dabura, mumu, paɴ, pisa, sɨni

Forms listed in the table are for illustrative purposes; specific forms of the body part terms differ per local
dialect. Body part terms separated by a slash represent variants.
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sheet’ for every prompt. Participants were presented with each body part term one
at a time and were asked to colour in the part it referred to. For the body, partic-
ipants were instructed to colour in the left, right, front, and back, as applicable.
There was only a single image for the face, so speakers simply coloured in the part
of the face referred to by the prompt term. In contrast to previous studies that used
written forms (Devylder et al. 2020; Majid and van Staden 2015), we presented the
body part terms as auditory words as there is no standard orthography for any of
the Ryukyuan language varieties (Heinrich et al. 2015). This is also themethodused
in previous studies of body parts in under-described languages (e.g., Ponsonnet
2011; van Staden 2006; Terrill 2006; Wegener 2006).

3.1.3 Image processing

We superimposed all colourings that were elicited with the same term, creating a
multi-layered image in which each layer represented one session, thus creating a
single image showing the extensional range of each body part term.

3.2 Results

The body colouring data is presented according to the subgroups in Table 4
(i.e., face, torso, upper limb, lower limb). The full data is available through an
Open Science Framework repository (see Data availability statement).

3.2.1 The face

As is clear from Figure 8, there is considerable similarity between the language
areas in the extension of terms for parts of the face. Bounded areas (e.g., eyes, nose,
ears andmouth) were virtually the same across languages, whereasmore variation
was evident in unbounded parts (e.g., forehead, cheeks)—see also Majid and van
Staden (2015). Most parts of the face were named with distinct terms across lan-
guages in Study 1, except the ‘cheek’ in Yaeyama,which all but one speaker named
using a term that refers to the face as a whole, so this was not included as a
prompt.1 The ‘cheek’ also showed the most variation, especially in Okinawa where
its range was more circumscribed than in the other Ryukyuan languages.

1 Speaker 2 (Shiraho variety) in Study 1 used the term kamutɕi for ‘cheek’—see also kamutsɨ in the
related Hateruma variety (Miyara 1980, p. 1250)—but the speakers that performed the colouring
task for the current study were not familiar with this term.
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We found there was little to no overlap in the extension between different
parts, even though participants coloured in each part independently (without
seeing what they had coloured in previously), suggesting that the parts of the face
are highly distinct and do not form a clear hierarchy. The only part-whole rela-
tionship that might be present is between the jaw and the tip of the jaw (chin):
when prompted with forms of the otogai cognate set, speakers only coloured in the
tip of the lower jaw, whereas the whole jaw was coloured for the corresponding
terms (Tohoku aŋo; Amami/Miyako/Yaeyanma: agu, Okinawa: kakudʑi). However,
not all speakers and varieties distinguish between ‘chin’ and ‘jaw’, and speakers
often coloured in a wider area below the mouth for otogai, whereas the aŋo ∼ agu
and kakudʑi generally only prompted colouring of the bony structure.

3.2.2 The torso

The colouring data for the neck, chest, belly, and buttocks were highly differen-
tiatedwith no overlap between them (Figure 9). In Tohoku,most speakers coloured

Figure 8: Extension of terms for parts of the face. Figures are composite images of the colouring-in
data for participants in each of the five language areas.
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in the entire back for senaga, and only the lower back for kosu, indicating a part-
whole relationship between the two. Amami speakers generally recognised only
one ‘back’ term, but the exact range differed between speakers. Okinawa speakers
showed a pattern similar to Tohoku, with one term referring to the entire back
(nagani) and another to the lower back (kuɕi). Finally, speakers of the Miyako and
Yaeyama language areas used distinct terms for ‘upper back’ (kusammi and buɕa,
respectively) and ‘lower back’ (kusɨ ∼ kutɕa) that did not overlap in extensional
range. Some Miyako speakers only coloured in the spine for the kusammi, and one
speaker of the Tarama dialect coloured in a larger area for kusɨ, stating kusammi is
not used in that variety.

Study 1 showed large lexical variation across the Japonic varieties for ‘head’,
and the colouring in data likewise found considerable variation in the extension of
‘head’ terms (Figure 10). Tohoku speakers’ data for adamawas similar to what has
been previously reported for Standard Japanese atama (Majid and van Staden
2015), in that speakers generally excluded the face. Similarly, Amami andOkinawa
speakers also did not include the face, andnot all speakers coloured the back of the
head either, focusing on the top of the head instead (similar to Jahai, Burenhult
2006). In contrast, Miyako and Yaeyama speakers coloured the front and back
parts of the head as well.

Figure 9: Extension of terms for the back of the torso. Figures are composite images of the
colouring-in data for participants in each of the five language areas.
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3.2.3 The upper limbs

The Tohoku varieties generally distinguished a separate hand category te, and an
arm category unde that covered the area between the shoulder andwrist (Figure 11).
Most speakers also recognised a third term kɛna that referred primarily to the upper
arm, but some speakers in the colouring in task also included the lower arm.
Ryukyuan varieties did not have a specific hand term. Instead, the data revealed an
upper limb category tɨ ∼ ti: encompassing the arm and hand, and udɨ ∼ udi ∼ udʑi
(alternatively kaina in some Miyako varieties, e.g., Karimata) which covered the
area between the shoulder and the wrist. In Okinawa, udi did not refer to the upper
and lower arm, but instead seemed to be restricted to the lower arm, with ke:na
being used for upper arm. However, as in Tohoku, some speakers coloured in both
upper and lower arm for ke:na.

Figure 11: Extension of terms for parts of the upper limb (front). Figures are composite images of
the colouring-in data for participants in each of the five language areas.

Figure 10: Extension of terms for the head (front and back). Figures are composite images of the
colouring-in data for participants in each of the five language areas.
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3.2.4 The lower limbs

There was substantial similarity in the extension of the lower limb parts across
languages (Figure 12), in contrast to the variation found for upper limbs. Speakers
of all varieties tended to colour in the entire lower limb (including foot) for asu,
hagi ∼ pagᶻɨ ∼ paɴ, and çisa, respectively—although some speakers of Tohoku only
coloured in the foot. For sune and its equivalents, some Tohoku and Amami
speakers coloured in the entire lower leg, but mostly speakers only coloured in the
shin. The two Ryukyuan varieties Miyako and Yaeyama distinguished a separate
‘foot’ category, whereas the other languages did not. ‘Foot’ appears to be a subpart
of ‘leg’ based on Figure 12.

3.3 Summary

The body colouring task supported the broad patterns that emerged from the
naming task in Study 1. Parts of the face were for the most part highly differen-
tiated with little to no overlap. Within bounded parts of the face (eyes, nose, ear,
mouth), there was substantial similarity between languages. In contrast,
unbounded parts varied more, with most variation found in the cheek area—
Okinawan participants indicated a smaller area for ‘cheek’ than other languages,
whereas Yaeyama participants included in this study did not recognise a specific
term for ‘cheek’ at all.

Figure 12: Extension of terms for parts of the lower limb (front). Figures are composite images of
the colouring-in data for participants in each of the five language areas.
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For parts of the body, the torso data revealed distinct categories with little
overlap,with the exception of the upper back/lower back.2 This patternwas similar
across languages. For the limbs, there was clear evidence of part-whole relation-
ships between subparts, and evidence of cross-linguistic variation. Tohoku par-
ticipants displayed distinct ‘hand’ and ‘arm’ categories, which is likely a feature of
themainland Japanese varieties (seeMajid and van Staden 2015). In contrast, most
Ryukyuan participants did not have distinct ‘hand’ category counter to claims of
‘hand’ being a universal category (e.g., Wierzbicka 2007). If there is a distinction
here, it is to have a separate ‘upper + lower arm’ or even a distinct ‘upper arm’
category (e.g., Tohoku and Okinawa3). Most of the languages had a single ‘leg’
category that included the ‘foot’, while only Miyako and Yaeyama have a distinct
category for foot as well. Finally, all languages in addition had further distinctions
between ‘upper leg’, ‘shin’ and ‘calf’, all of which were sub-parts of the lower limb.

4 General discussion

In the current study, we investigated the body part lexicon by examining both
lexical and semantic variation. We found where there was little lexical (form)
variation in the naming task, there was also relatively little semantic variation in
the colouring task. In contrast, parts with high lexical variability were associated
with more semantic variation. As predicted, we found more variation in the body
part lexicon across the Ryukyuan varieties than the Japanese mainland. This is in
line with both dialectometric approaches showing there is more overall linguistic
variation in the Ryukyuan branch of Japonic (Huisman et al. 2019; Jeszenszky et al.
2019), as well as mutual intelligibility tests that show the intelligibility between
Tohoku and Standard Japanese is slightly higher than betweenAmami andMiyako
(both Ryukyuan; see Yamada et al. 2020). The amount of linguistic variation across
Japonic appears to be amplified for body parts terms, not only at the level of
varieties but also at the level of individual speakers.

One underlying possible cause of this could be standardisation—whereas the
of lack standardisation for Ryukyuan languages leaves room for individual vari-
ation, the standardisation of Japanese may have resulted in increased con-
ventionalisation and regimented responses. If language standardisation does lead

2 See also ‘throat’ and ‘neck’ for all colouring data in the OSF repository.
3 A distinct ‘upper arm’ category might also exist in Amami, but it might be restricted to some
varieties there. Only one of the speakers included in the sample that performed the colouring-in
task distinguished it through the term gotə; see also gote ‘shoulder to elbow’ in the Naze variety
(Hirayama 1992).
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tomore conformity in body part naming, thismay explain the high similarity found
between Germanic languages previously (Majid et al. 2015). Future studies could
systematically study whether body part semantics are more diverse in non-
standardised languages.

Related to that are potential differences betweenwritten and spoken language.
Our study used spoken language prompts to enable comparability between the
Japanese and Rykyuan varieties where no standard written form exists. However,
previous work has found interesting differences within a single language using
written prompts. For example, Standard Japanese ashi can be written as either足
or脚, and Devylder et al. (2020) found the extensional range differed between the
two: for ashi1 足, all speakers coloured the foot but only some included the upper
and lower leg, whereas for ashi2脚, all speakers coloured the upper and lower leg,
but only a few included the foot. In the current study, therewere speakers that only
coloured the foot (i.e., like ashi1足 in Devylder et al. 2020) when promptedwith the
lower limb term in every language, but no speaker coloured only the upper and
lower leg excluding the foot, like ashi2 脚. It is therefore possible that the 脚

character leads to a conceptualisation that is specific to the written language4.
More work is needed to determine the exact effect of stimulus format on con-
ceptualisation, both in Japanese and other languages where similar cases exist.

Another possibility is that the Ryukyuan languages differ more from one
another than the Japanese varieties because of language loss associated with their
endangered status. Several speakers reported knowledge of terms for specific body
parts, but were not always able to produce these in themoment during the naming
task in Study 1. Speakers would then respond with a generic term (e.g., ‘leg’) or
would not respond at all. Lexical retrieval is more difficult for elderly people,
further challenging data collection (Wulff et al. 2019). Despite this, there were
some striking similarities across the Ryukyuan languages with respect to missing
responses—e.g., in all languages some speakers indicated they did not know about
or have a specific term for ‘hip joint’ and ‘shin’, suggesting perhaps genuine lexical
gaps rather than idiosyncratic failures of retrieval in individual participants. This
demonstrates an additional, perhaps unexpected, value of stimulus-based elici-
tation. As well as uncovering possible lexical gaps within a language, elicitation
can reveal knowledge gaps in endangered languages which can contribute to
revitalisation efforts.

Intriguingly, speakers appear to have metalinguistic awareness about what is
“standard language” and what is their local linguistic variety. This was most

4 Another example would be 暑い atsui1 ‘hot (ambient)’ versus 熱い atsui2 ‘hot (tactile)’, whose
antonyms are lexically distinguished: samui ‘cold (ambient)’ and tsumetai ‘cold (tactile)’,
respectively.
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prominent for features such as pronunciation, with speakers saying: “What is
pronounced te in Japanese, we pronounce as tii.”, for example. However, our
colouring data demonstrates this also applied to the conceptualisation of body
parts—otherwise there would be similar referential ranges for te and tii—with some
speakers even commenting that “Japanese te refers to only the hand, but tii refers
to the entire upper limb”. This raises interesting possibilities for future work on
conceptual structure in bilinguals.

Moving beyond individual terms, our use of cluster analysis provided a
framework for comparison across the Japonic languages for the overall structure of
body part terms (Figures 4 and 5). The cluster analysis uncovered a hierarchy in
the body part lexicon which was implicit in the data. Previous studies asked
speakers to make judgements about the relations between terms using semantic
elicitation—e.g., “Is the nail a part of the hand?”, but such judgements can be
an unreliable basis for inferences about language (e.g., Dąbrowska 2010). Our
method has potential to point to the structure of body partonomies without
relying on such judgements. While our cluster analysis results are not a true
partonomy, stricto sensu, e.g., there are no terms for internal nodes (as they reflect
groupings not present in the stimulus set), we believe it nevertheless uncovers
important structure. Minimally, it provides a common framework with which to
compare individual language data (as in Figures 4 and 5).

It has been argued that there is no single organisational principle for the body
part lexicon as a whole, but that if principles exist “they are more likely to be
limited to distinct sub-systems such as the face, internal organs, or limbs” (Majid
and Enfield 2017; see also Cruse 1986). The sub-systems uncovered in the cluster
analysis suggest a new method for uncovering cross-linguistic regularities. Some
subsystems resemble previously proposed universal body part categories—e.g.,
the upper limb (Andersen 1978; Brown 1976). Subsystems also correspond to the
end points of cross-linguistic tendencies in semantic shifts (Wilkins 1981, 1996).
Finally, there are some correspondences between the subgroups found here and
those found in free-listing data from English speaking children (e.g., a cluster of
digits—see Crowe and Prescott 2003). Future work on a broader sample of lan-
guage families will have to confirm whether the observations reported here are
specific to Japonic or whether they have wider applicability.

If there are indeed cross-linguistically stable sub-systems within the body part
domain, this raises the question of whether some systems are more variable than
others. In the introduction,we suggested that parts of the facemight showmore lexical
and semantic similarity across languages because of the psychological salience of the
face, and its dedicated neural architecture (Kanwisher et al. 1997). However, our study
did not find support for this conjecture. Some parts for both the face and body showed
high stability, andothersweremore varied.Apost-hocanalysis of theWorldLoanword
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Database (Haspelmath and Tadmor 2009), which has a measure that corresponds to
lexical stability (called Age score), for the body part equivalents of our study also
showed little difference between the face (meanAge score = 0.86) andbody (meanAge
score = 0.84). Instead, the results from the current study suggest that bounded parts of
the face (e.g., nose, eyes, ears) are likely to showmore stability than unbounded parts
(e.g., cheek, jaw), and the same likelyholds forboundedversusunboundedbodyparts.
Majid (2010) suggested that jointsmay provide a perceptually salient boundary for the
segmentationof parts (see alsoMajid and vanStaden 2015). So, perhapsboundedparts
aremore lexically and semantically stable than unbounded ones. Future studies could
be designed to test this proposal more systematically.

This study is the first to combine a body part naming and a colouring in task to
uncover the lexical and semantic structure of the body. Overall, the results from the
two methods provide converging evidence. As shown by the face versus body
comparison, the free naming task provides the researcher with a starting point for
the colouring data, but the colouring-in task helps better understand the extension
of terms. In this study, the colouring data confirmed the distinctness of the parts of
the face and their relative uniformity across languages. It also provided further
clarity about the exact extension of terms referring to the upper and lower back,
and confirmed the semantic variability for terms referring to limb parts. Both tasks
are thus valuable in their own right for understanding body part terminology. This
further highlights the value of systematic elicitation approaches as a counter-
weight to (over)reliance on introspective judgement that cognitive linguistics as a
discipline is sometimes criticised for (see discussions in Divjak et al. 2016; Geer-
aerts and Cuyckens 2007; Zlatev 2009). Empirical studies based on corpus data
also potentially address this issue, but is itself not without criticism (e.g., Dąb-
rowska 2016: p. 486), and—more importantly—the languages for which large-scale
corpora exist donot represent theworld’s linguistic diversity. The tasks used in this
study were designed to elicit lexical and semantic information from native
speakers and provide another window through which we can study speakers’
mental representations of the body and its parts.

Our study adds to the growing body of work examining the linguistic diversity
found in smaller linguistic communities by focusing on the Ryukyuan languages.
The variation uncovered in the conceptualisation of the body and its parts raises
intriguing questions about the potential consequences this has for metaphorical
patterns where the body is the underlying source domain. Previous work has
already shown that metaphorical patterns in smaller linguistic communities can
differ considerably from those found in larger languages spoken in industrialized
societies (see, e.g., Boroditsky and Gaby 2010; Evans and Wilkins 2000; O’Meara
and Majid 2020; San Roque et al. 2018; Wnuk and Ito 2021).
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Where many studies on meaning see the human body as a generally available
source for further conceptualisation, our study falls back on Brown’s (1976: p. 421)
assertion that it is important to “first establish just what is labelled” before
continuing with further analyses. If, as cognitive linguists, we aim to study the
cognitive principles of body part extensions and embodiment, how can we do so
without first studying how the body itself is conceptualised? Languages differ in
the body parts they use to conceptualise other concepts, as well as in the meta-
phorical structures that are implemented (see, e.g., contributions inMaalej and Yu
2011). Studying how speakers conceptualise the body and its parts is critical if we
are to empirically ground—not just presuppose—how the body as a source domain
is represented. We must establish how perceptual and functional properties are
used to determine similarity between a body part and the extended concept. In this
light, the current study paves the way for further investigations into the Ryukyuan
languages to determine whether the variation in segmentation of the body pre-
sented here is reflected in metaphorical extension patterns too.

5 Conclusion

Previous studies have suggested that body part semantics is negligibly different
within a language family, although there may be cross-linguistic differences when
comparing languages from different stocks. Our study of the Japonic language
family shows that body part terminology can vary within a language family in
substantive ways, suggesting the similarity uncovered so far may be limited to the
specific language family studied (i.e., Germanic). Lexical similarity for body part
terminology is more differentiated between the Japanese and Ryukyuan varieties,
and this is reflected in semantics too. Within body parts, we see different struc-
turing principles for parts of the face and parts of the body, with the former having
a relatively flat hierarchy while the latter shows deeper hierarchical structuring.
However, when examining specific parts, there are no broad differences between
the face and body. Rather bounded parts seem to show more stability in lexical
form and semantics than unbounded parts. Our multi-method exploration of body
parts demonstrates that we cannot presume a universal conceptualisation of the
body as is often assumed in cognitive linguistics. Despite the importance generally
assigned to the body as an important source domain for conceptual metaphors,
there have been relatively fewer in-depth studies of the diversity of body con-
ceptualisations. Our study shows that further work on under-studied languages is
urgently required to uncover the scope of variation found in theworld’s languages.
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